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Abstract: The profuse use of wireless and GPS enriched mobile 

devices has left spatio-temporal trajectory traces in an enormous 

scale. The researchers and mobility management people are keen 

to extract and make use of the published mobility traces for their 

own developmental activities. The spatio-temporal traces 

publication is definitely a major privacy encroachment for the 

individuals/objects, especially for VVIPs. The publication of 

trajectory details urges us for a privacy preserved anonymization 

approach. The observation was the trajectory consists of halts and 

passes and anonymizing the sensitive halting points is adequate 

enough for the trajectory anonymization. This paper suggests a 

different approach, which derives the major halting points from 

the trajectories and anonymizes them by using the personalized 

generalization technique. The prototype referred to here 

safeguards the major sensitive halting points in an area zone, the 

size of which is specified by the user. This work uses Haversine 

measure for the spatial distance instead of Euclidean measure, 

since the former takes into account the spherical shape of the 

earth and gives an exact distance from sensitive to non-sensitive 

points. For the evaluation, the model mentioned here utilizes the 

real world dataset and the outcome proves that, the published 

trajectory has lesser information loss and greater privacy than the 

anonymity methods that exists now and it can be used safely for 

mobility related applications and developments. 

 
Index Terms: Location based system, Published trajectory, 

Sensitive halting points, Spatio-temporal trajectory.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

An enormous amount of mobility traces or data are collected 

by the pervasiveness of location aware devices like GPS 

embedded vehicles, tablet, RFID, smart mobile phones, 

PDA’s and location based social networks (eg; Facebook and 

Twitter which use check-ins). This massive movement big 

data are being collected by the developers of mobile service 

providers and location- based applications in every moment. 

All these traces come under the category of spatio-temporal 

data and represent the user’s movement trajectories. The 

trajectory is the term given for a moving object’s mobility 

traces collected over a specific period of time, which contains 

the spatial information such as location coordinates and the 

temporal coordinate as time. According to the authors in [1], 

the trajectory data can be classified into explicit and implicit 

trajectory data based on their spatio-temporal continuity. 
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Since the GPS data is having the strong spatio-temporal 

continuity, the researchers mostly follow this type of explicit 

trajectory data. The collection of various user trajectories 

forms a massive spatio-temporal repository and it is made 

available for the researchers for further investigations. For 

knowing the individual’s behavior by extracting behavioral 

patterns from the datasets plays a vital role in the analysis. 

The trajectory data can be used for the new developments in 

the applications such as optimization of the traffic congestion 

on the roads, location-based advertisements, urban planning, 

managerial decision regarding the starting of a new 

supermarket and many more. The trajectory data in its 

original form contains many individual oriented data, and 

publishing in its raw form could possibly result in the 

disclosure of sensitive information even if the explicit 

attributes like personal identification number, name, and 

phone number are not included in the published data. 

Suppose an employed person’s daily mobility traces reveal 

their places like home and work, with this the 

intermediate/future places can be easily predicted. This will 

certainly harm the privacy of the individual. But most of the 

individuals were not concerned about this breach of privacy 

and they voluntarily provide the personal data and location 

updates to the applications freely. Even if the users are not 

aware of the privacy harms, the researchers are seriously 

concerned about this matter and try to find out new methods 

to protect against privacy attacks. Merely removing the 

explicit identifiers from the dataset alone does not satisfy the 

anonymity concerns, since the published data may be linked 

with publicly available other databases through known 

identifiers termed as quasi-identifiers for recognizing the 

objects. In the case of trajectories, they contain spatial and 

temporal information about the locations of the object or 

individual visited or passed, which is itself a crucial QID 

(Quasi-identifier) for the adversaries. Suppose an individual 

starts his trajectory every day having long stay and proceeds 

to a place where they spend some time and return to the place 

where they started, the malevolent will certainly search the 

address in the known publicly available databases and link 

this information to get the details of the individuals. These 

types of attacks by the adversaries are called linkage attacks 

and it can be prevented to an extent by using the 

anonymization techniques. The process of anonymization is 

that the concealing of vital or sensitive information and/or 

identity of the object from the adversaries. In Fig.1, the first 

trajectory is a normal trajectory, in which we could see 

certain clusters being present in some parts. This gives the 

information that the user has some activity in and around 

there for a specific period. The second trajectory is the 

refinement of the first one and such a 

cluster has been 
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identified as some geographical location where the user has 

stayed for specific purposes. So, our task is to anonymize 

these sensitive points. 

 

 
Fig. 1: Normal trajectory Vs trajectory with halting point 

information 

 

The process of anonymization starts with the collection of 

user trajectories into databases and removal or hiding explicit 

identifiers and sensitive identifiers from the real trajectory 

data. After that extract semantic points from the QIDs and 

finally mask these points using the appropriate 

anonymization techniques such as generalization, 

suppression or perturbation. Many works use the model 

k-anonymity [2] for the anonymization of location traces as 

well as the whole trajectories. But from our point view it may 

be noted that, protecting sensitive halting samples is enough 

rather than anonymizing the whole location points in a 

trajectory. So, for guarding the trajectory is needed stay 

points [3] that are to be extracted from trajectory. Then check 

the sensitive stay points and apply anonymization in them, 

which are sufficient to prevent the privacy threats from the 

malevolent. This strategy is well suited because most of the 

vital information lies around the sensitive halting samples 

and protecting this information surely prevents the whole 

trajectory exposure. So, our proposal mainly aims to protect 

the revealing of entire trajectory information by generalizing 

the sensitive halting points along with the non-sensitive 

halting samples in a Minimum-Bounding-Rectangular 

(MBR) area zone. For the creation of area zone, the selection 

of non-sensitive halting points from the sensitive halting 

points were taken according to spatial distance calculated 

using the Haversine distance measure. It provides greater 

accuracy in its measure than Euclidean measure, while 

considering the spherical shape of the earth. Thus, the 

attackers would not be able to distinguish the real sensitive 

points. This work studies the function of personalized 

trajectory anonymization during the phase of data 

publication. The primary task of this work is extracting the 

sensitive as well as non-sensitive points among the user 

trajectories and anonymizing them in an MBR-zone and its 

size has to be defined by the user with a greater number of 

non-sensitive halting points for better privacy. 

II. RELATED STUDY 

Privacy preserved approach in trajectory anonymization is 

rather a new research area in which a number of work has 

been carried out in the recent years. Only few works has been 

done with semantic trajectories rather than raw trajectories. 

This is because the semantic trajectories contain the 

geographical details of the location that a user has visited, 

which is more important from the side of user perspective and 

some of the locations contain private information about the 

user and this has to be protected from the attackers before 

publishing. During the trajectory publishing phase, we have 

the approaches like generalization and cloaking methods, 

position sharing approaches, false path/location, perturbation 

and clustering, suppression and generalization etc. to keep 

away from adversaries from disclosing the sensitive data 

under the LBS (Location Based System). But only the 

generalization methods are discussed here. With the use of 

cloaking and generalization method, the authors in [4] 

proposed effective algorithms to anonymize moving object 

data for retaining the data utility with the help of apriori 

principle. The work adopted by km-anonymity model that can 

restrict the possibility of the disclosure of identity at the time 

data publishing. But this work uses Euclidean distance in 

their approach, not suited to the distance-based 

generalization in spatio-temporal trajectories. At first, in [2] 

was specified the concept of k-anonymity for the protection 

of shared clinical data from malevolent threat so that it cannot 

be separated from other k - 1 record. Further this has been 

extended with l-diversity [5], which contains l different 

places. Next the authors in [6] went on to develop another 

privacy idea called t-closeness, it is an improved version of 

l-diversity. The authors in [7] tried to protect data privacy 

through their approach and it is done for the protection of 

sensitive attributes while providing k-anonymity. By the use 

of suppression and generalization method, some items are 

being deleted from the ordered sequences of places of interest 

visited by a particular user by taking the adversaries 

background knowledge about the user. By adding 

generalization which considers tree taxonomy to this 

concept, replaces the lower nodes with the parent node. Use 

of this may result in the distortion of data, if the full tree is not 

supplied. This method can be applied in two ways. 

(i) Global Suppression: Here same type of transformation 

is applied to all trajectories in the dataset. 

(ii) Local suppression: Here the transformation is taking 

place only for the items of specific trajectories in the data-set. 

Among these two suppression methods, local suppression 

incurs less information loss than the global suppression. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENTS 

The spatio-temporal points left by the moving objects are 

called trajectories and they are accumulated in the moving 

object databases. Suppose a user trajectory UTrj, represented 

as UTrj={Utid, (lati1, longi1, t1), ……., (latin, longin, tn), where 

tid be the trajectory-id; (latii, longii, ti) be the ith location’s 

spatio-temporal coordinate at a sampling time ti. 

A. Definition 1 (Location) 

A location Lc, consists of a pair of points (lati, longi), where 

lati and longi being the latitude and longitude of the location. 

Each point in the moving object database points to a location 

at the time of sampling. These location points may be either 

halting points or pass-by points.  
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The halting points are the points where the moving object is 

halted for a fixed time and the pass-by points being the 

location points that the moving object has moved without 

stopping. 

B. Definition 2 (Halting points) 

The point of halt Sp comprises of coordinates (Spid, Spt, 

lati, longi, γt), in which Spid being the halting point identifier; 

Spt is the halting point type, (lati, longi) are halting point’s 

location coordinates and γtbeing the halting time duration. 

The halting points may be sensitive or non-sensitive in 

nature. 

Sensitive halting point:It is the halting point that the user has 

halted for more than the threshold time Δt. The user is 

reluctant to disclose the information about this sensitive point 

because of privacy fear factor. 

Non-sensitive halting point: It is the point where the user has 

halted for a marginal time (γt) which is always less than a 

time threshold Δt. Non-sensitive points can be disclosed to 

others without privacy fear. 

C. Definition 3 (Area Zone) 

An area zone ZA consists of minimum one sensitive halting 

point and “n” non-sensitive halting points. The ZA denoted as 

(ZAid, Ulc, Brc, SPn, NSPn), where ZAid be the identifier of  area 

zone, Ulc and Brc represent the upper left corner and bottom 

right corner coordinates of the 

Minimum-Bounding-Rectangle and SPn and NSPn represents 

the count of sensitive and  non-sensitive halting points 

contained in the area zone. 

 

 
Fig. 2: Area zone using Euclidean and Haversine distance 
 

An example of the trajectory anonymization and area zone 

creation is as shown in Fig. 2. Here we can see that the 

number of non-sensitive halting points were more in area 

zones with Haversine based distance strategy than the 

Euclidean based strategy. Haversine distance measure gives 

more accurate distance than the Euclidean measure since it 

considers sphericalshape of the earth for the calculation. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

A. Outline of the Work 

Anonymization of real trajectories of a user contained in the 

user database (Trj_Db) and publishing the anonymized 

database for the aid of researchers (PuTDb) is the primary 

goal of this work. The procedure is shown in Fig. 3: and 

described as follows.  

 

 
Fig. 3: Procedure of proposed anonymization method 

 

(i) Halting point extraction. First, we extract the halting 

points from trajectories that are stored in Trj_Db, which is the 

location were the user has stopped for a fixed time interval. 

(ii) Sensitive & non-sensitive halting point identification. In 

this step, we extracted the locations from halting points that 

the individual has stayed in a location, greater than the 

threshold time is treated as sensitive and other halting points 

as non-sensitive. 

(iii) Creation of personalized area zone. Here, we created a 

Minimum Bounding Rectangle in the user trajectories, which 

contains minimum one sensitive halting point and a specified 

count of non-sensitive halting points depending on the 

Haversine distance measure from the sensitive to 

non-sensitive halting point. 

And finally is published the trajectory details with the 

ordinary location points and the coordinates of the 

anonymized area zone. 

B. Halting points extraction 

Each trajectory contains various halts and moves. These halts 

occurred while the user has halted in a location for their 

purposes. Many works have treated these halts as some 

important points for their work. Moves are the path between 

two consecutive halts. We followed the halting point’s 

extraction strategy adhered in the paper [8] with slight 

modifications. The extraction of halting points was 

calculated by taking the time differences between a location 

point’s time and the consecutive location’s time. 

For a given trajectory UTrj = {(Lc1, t1), …..., (Lcn, tn)}, where 

Lci being the point’s location coordinate and ti is the sampling 

time, if |ti+1 – ti| > γt, in which γt is the user fixed halting time 

threshold, then Lci is regarded as a halting point. 

We store these halting point details in another table with 

halting location coordinates and halting time duration. The 

Fig.4: shows the output of the program that specifies the 

extraction of various halting point coordinates of a user from 

a particular day’s trajectory and their halted duration in a 

sorted order. 
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Fig. 4: Extracted Halting points for a specific day 

C. Identification of sensitive halting points 

The sensitive halting point is the location where the user has 

halted for more than or equal to the time threshold Δt. Mostly 

these sensitive halting points may be of the types like 

religious place, hospital or a place where the user has some 

personal needs to satisfy. For this purpose, we adopt the 

strategy as in [4] with slight improvements. For the 

extraction, we take the halting points from halting point table 

and find out the sensitive halting points by extracting the 

points which halted more or equal to the time threshold Δt. 

Then store these sensitive points’ details in another table and 

delete the sensitive points from the halting table. The 

non-sensitive halting points are the halting points which are 

not sensitive points or the halting points less than the time 

threshold Δt, extracted from the halting table. The 

Algorithm:1 (Fig.5) describes the halting points extraction 

within the user trajectories which identifies and keeps these 

sensitive halting points to St_tab and non-sensitive halting 

points values to NSE_tab and NSH_tab based on Euclidean 

and Haversine distance measures respectively. 

 

 
Fig. 5: Algorithm: 1 - Extract_sens 

 

The Table: 1 shows the count of sensitive and non-sensitive 

halting points for a particular user’s trajectory on a specific 

day. The data-set used here is the Microsoft Geolife data-set 

[10]. 

 

Table 1: No. of sensitive and non-sensitive halting points 

on each day’s trajectory 

 
 

Also, you can notice that the sensitive points are very few in a 

single day as compared to non-sensitive halting points. Here 

we took the threshold time(Δt) for sensitive halting point as 

120 sec. 

D. Creation of Area Zone 

Privacy of the user relies on the non-exposure of the sensitive 

halting points. In order to protect these sensitive points, we 

applied here the generalization strategy on the personalized 

trajectory. For the purpose of anonymization we created area 

zones. Zone is a rectangular shaped area over the trajectory in 

the form of Minimum-Bounding-Rectangle, it contains a 

minimum of one sensitive halting point and a non-sensitive 

halting point as per the MBR area size. 

The authors in [4] used Euclidean distance for the calculation 

of distance between the points. But here uses the 

Haversine-distance formula for the distance calculation from 

sensitive to non-sensitive halting points. This is because, 

Euclidean distance is suitable for the geometric distance in a 

2D plane between the points, but we used here the spatial 

points. The points were not located on plane surface. Some of 

the points may lay on the curved surface of the earth. So 

Haversine distance gives more accurate measure than the 

Euclidean distance since it recognizes the spherical shape of 

the earth. It was noted that privacy increases as the size of the 

zone increases. But along with, it increases the information 

loss also. 

 

   𝐸𝐷 = √(𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡2 − 𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡1)2 + (𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔2 − 𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔1)2   (1) 

 

In the formula (1), ED be the Euclidean distance among two 

points, ulat and ulong are the corresponding UTM (Universal 

Transverse Mercator) coordinate values for latitude and 

longitude respectively. 

 

𝐻𝐷 =  2𝑅 arcsin (√𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (
𝜎2−𝜎1

2
) + cos(𝜎1) cos(𝜎2) 𝑠𝑖𝑛2 (

𝛼2−𝛼1

2
))   (2) 

 

In the formula (2), HD is the Haversine distance [11] between 

two points, R is the radius of the earth(6371000m), σ and α 

are latitude and longitude respectively. 

The Table 2: shows the spatial distance, Euclidean (ED) and 

Haversine (HD) in metres(m) from each of the non-sensitive 

(NS) halting points to sensitive(S) halting point with its 

corresponding halting duration (Hlt_tm) at the specified 

location. 
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Table 2: Euclidean and Haversine distance measures 

from a sensitive to non-sensitive hating points 
 

 
 

The Algorithm: 2 (Fig.6:) describes the formation of area 

zone (ZA) using MBR and area zone’s Ulc and Lrc are given 

for publication instead of sensitive and non-sensitive halting 

points coordinates. Thus, the trajectory anonymization is 

achieved. 

 

 
Fig. 6: Algorithm: 2 - Trajectory anonymization and 

publication 

 

The selection of the non-sensitive halting points in an MBR 

was on the Haversine distance-based strategy. The count of 

non-sensitive points included in the zone gives more privacy 

to the user, since location exposure probability is larger than 

1/l, where l represents the total count of location points in the 

zone. 

For finding the average information loss [7], the formula 

needed is (3) 

 
InfL =(∑ ∑ (1 − 1/𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒_𝑜𝑓_𝑍𝑜𝑛𝑒(𝑍𝑛

𝑗=1
𝑛
𝑖=1 Ai, tj))  +∑ 𝐿𝑘

𝑥=1 x)/ (n × m) 

                     (3) 

 

WhereInfLdenotes average information loss happenedat the 

specific zone of ZAi at time tj when ZAi halted. Lx is the 

probable sensitive halting point eliminator. n × m being the 

count of total location samples. 

V. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Experimental Environment and Dataset 

The trials are mostly done with on trajectory data-set, which 

were available from Geolife project of Microsoft [10] and 

spatio-temporal points of 182 users covers a total of 17,621 

trajectories during 5 years (from Apr. 2007 to Aug. 2012) 

were contained in it. These trajectories contain the 

spatio-temporal details recorded by the various 

GPS-equipment and GPS-phone with a time interval of 1 to 5 

seconds duration and in a distance of 5 to 10 meters per point. 

Within the data-set 73 users were labeled their trajectories 

with transportation mode like bus and bike and also includes 

driving and walking parameters. 

The tests were performed on a Windows 10 computer with 

4 GB RAM and Intel i5-3337U CPU @ 1.80GHz processor. 

B. Analysis 

According to our algorithm, various halting points were 

extracted from individualized trajectories of a single user by 

processing them. Since original data-set is prepared with 

utmost accuracy and it contains plenty of trajectories for a 

single user and the user’s halting points we got in seconds. 

For the purpose of analysis, we took three day’s trajectory 

and given it halting point threshold γt as 5 seconds and 

sensitive halting point threshold Δt as 120 sec. We also 

counted the Haversine and Euclidean distance for the 

extraction and identification of halting and sensitive point’s 

identification. Also, the remaining halting points apart from 

sensitive halting points were taken into account as 

non-sensitive halting points for this work. Later we created 

the rectangular area zone using MBR with multiple numbers 

of non-sensitive halting points against sensitive halting 

points. 

C. Evaluations 

On evaluation, four major analyses were considered. The first 

analysis as shown in Fig.7 is the time for processing during 

the area zone creation, and we noted that as the count of 

non-sensitive halting points increases, the area zone creation 

time also increases. 

 

 
Fig. 7: Evaluation for zone creation time 

 

But as compared our approach with the kt,ϵ-anonymity 

approach [9], we could clearly say that our approach has an 

edge over the existing approach. 
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Fig. 8: Evaluation for information loss 

 

In the second analysis as shown in Fig.8, we reckoned the 

information loss against the number of non-sensitive halting 

points. Here also we found that as the count of non-sensitive 

halting point’s increases, the information loss also increases. 

As the count of non-sensitive points increases within the area 

zone, the malevolent is very hard to identify the sensitive 

traits of an individual, which results in the increase of 

privacy. Also, we can find that the information loss is less in 

our approach compared to the existing approach [9]. 

 

 
Fig. 9: Evaluation for sensitive points within the area 

zone 

 

The third analysis as shown in Fig.9: deals with the inclusion 

of sensitive halting points within the area zone using 

Euclidean and Haversine distance measures. The result 

indicates that as the size of the area zone increases, the 

inclusion of the number of sensitive halting points in both the 

distance measures may vary according to its current position 

in GPS system. However Haversine distance measure 

considers the spherical shape of the earth, it gives better 

accuracy for the distance measures. 

 

 
Fig. 10: Evaluation for non-sensitive points within the 

area  zone 
 

The analysis shown in Fig.10: gives the evaluation that, the 

count of non-sensitive halting points contained in the area 

zone increases as the size of the area zone increases and there 

is slight variation for the number of points from Euclidean to 

Haversine distance. The smaller number of halting points in 

the area zone results in less generalization of location points, 

and thereby information loss is less and privacy gain is high. 

When compared to the approach in [4, 9] and ours is better 

than the current models, since it mainly it uses Haversine 

distance measure for the work. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Privacy preserved data publishing has become an important 

research area in the recent years. The thrust area of every user 

is the personal privacy, especially for the people who need 

most privacy in their day to day activities,and the modern 

society cannot do away with the amenities of LBS. Therefore, 

gathering and publishing the trajectories need extreme care. 

Almost all works have been carried out in the trajectory 

anonymization by using Euclidean distance measure for the 

distance-based calculations. Our preposition in this paper is 

that, the anonymization of personalized trajectories by 

concealing the sensitive halting points within the area zone 

which also contains a user specified number of non-sensitive 

halting points based on Haversine distance measure rather 

than the unnecessary anonymization of all halting points.The 

said approach is also proved that the Haversine distance 

measure is the more suitable distance measure in 

spatio-temporal trajectories, since it considers the spherical 

shape of the earth. The area zone accommodates the 

non-sensitive and sensitive halting points with a correct 

distance measure. The evaluation result and analysis also 

reveals that our approach is more suitable than other current 

approaches in terms of privacy gain and less information loss. 

So the suggested approach considerably reduced the privacy 

leakage fear from the mind of publishing people and they 

could give more sensible anonymized trajectory details for 

the research cum developmental activities. Further, we intend 

to extend the scope of our approach to defy multiple 

adversary threats like velocity-based linkage attacks. 
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